
TO BECOME A MATHEMATICIAN I I I 

• Take al I the math and science offered at your 
HIGH SCHOOL. 

• Major in math in COLLEGE and include courses in 
science and engineering in your program. The math-
ematician in industry and government must have a 
broad background to so Ive practical problems in a 
variety of fields. 

• Obtain a BACHELOR'S DEGREE to qualify for many 
positions in applied mathematics, computer work, 
and work involving numerical computation. 

• Obtain GRADUATE TRAINING if you are interested 
in higher level positions. A Ph. D. is required for 
most university teaching posts, mathematical re-
search, and other jobs involving more complex 
analysis. 

Mrs. Leila de Campo (standing), Assistant to the Director of 
the Computer Center at Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N .Y ., and 
Mrs. Josephine N. Greene, a programer at the center, are both part
time working mothers. "There is no conflict between career and 
family," says Mrs. de Campo, when a woman has ua specialty 
which enables her to secure a worthwhile part-time assignment." 
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Why not be ••• 

a MATHEMATICIAN? 

If you are a girl with 

• imagination 
curiosity 

• a keen, logical mind 
• a flair for problem solving 

Why not choose a challenging career in a field with 
unlimited opportunity? 

Why not choose a career in MATHEMATICS? 

AS A MATHEMATICIAN YOU MIGHT I I I 

• calculate sate I I ite orbits 
• program computers to bi 11 a firm's customers 
• work with a space probe team 
• advise firms on production controls 
• develop systems for information storage and 

retrieval 
perform financial analysis for investors 

• teach math to high school or college students 

WHAT DOES THE MATHEMATICIAN DO? 

The professional in APPLIED MATHEMATICS uses 
math as a tool for solving practical problems. She 
brings her skills to the service of other scientists-
chemists, physicists, engineers--and administrators. 

The COMPUTER PROGRAMER analyzes problems and 
works out the logical steps required for their solution. 
She trans I ates these steps into a detailed series of 
instructions that the computer can "comprehend" and 
follow. 

The THEORETICAL MATHEMATICIAN works to dis
cover new mathematical principles and relationships, 
often without concern for their possible applications. 

WHERE DO MATHEMATICIANS WORK? 

Nearly half of al I mathematicians are empl Ofed by 
PRIVATE INDUSTRY, principally in large aircraft 
and electrical concerns and in computing laboratories . 
Two-fifths of al I mathematicians teach and conduct 
basic research at COLLEGES and UNIVERSITIES. 
Others are employed by the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
or are SELF-EMPLOYED as consultants. 

DO WOMEN GO INTO MATH? 

Approximately 10 percent of the 57,000 mathematicians 
employed in the United States in early 1967 were wo
men. This number excludes those employed as statis
ticians or mathematics teachers and some programers. 
With demand for mathematicians high, women can find 
jobs, change jobs, and reenter the labor force if their 
ski I ls are up to date. Women may find part-time work, 
especially in teaching and programing. 

OPPORTUNITIES ARE UNLIMITED 

Employment opportunities for persons trained in math 
are excellent. The increasing use of electronic com
puters and the recent stress on research and develop
ment have led to a shortage of qualified mathemati
cians. Demand is expected to grow rapidly through 
the midseventies, especially for persons with a Ph. D. 

MATHEMATICIANS ARE WELL PAID 

In 1967 the average starting salary in industry for 
mathematicians with a bachelor's degree was $7,600 
a year; new graduates with master's degrees re
ceived annual starting salaries about $1,700 higher. 

In the Federal Government, in mid-1968, beginning 
salaries for graduates with a bachelor's degree were 
$7,265 to $8,845 a year, depending on their college 
records. Beginning mathematicians who had com
pleted all requirements for the master's degree could 
start at $9,498 to $10,847. 

Miss Sally Knight, an Assistant Systems Representative for a firm in Dal las, 
Tex., says: "MY job offers continual education in technical areas as well as in 
business concepts." She enjoys working through problems to find solutions, and 
finds her work to be both"challenging and exciting." 

Miss Wanda Wright, a mathematician for the Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command in Washington, D.C., selected this career quite naturally, for mathe• 
matics was always her favorite field of study. She likes the challenges of her 
work and gains" a sense of achievement and self-satisfaction after solving 
complex problems." Here she is reviewing a program with Mr. Robert Haase. 

Mrs. Silvia Strickland Attkisson, Assistant Systems Engineer in Raleigh, N.C., 
believes that for women there is no better career than data processing. "In this con
stantly changing field," she says," a woman is limited only by her own desires and 
capabi I ities." 
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